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Motivated by the widespread adoption of dynamic pricing in industry and the empirical evidence of costly price adjustments,
in this paper we consider a periodic-review inventory model with price adjustment costs that consist of both fixed and
variable components. In each period, demand is stochastic and price-dependent. The firm needs to coordinate the pricing
and inventory replenishment decisions in each period to maximize its total discounted profit over a finite planning horizon.
We develop the general model and characterize the optimal policies for two special scenarios, namely, a model with
inventory carryover and no fixed price-change costs and a model with fixed price-change costs and no inventory carryover.
Finally, we propose an intuitive heuristic policy to tackle the general system whose optimal policy is expected to be very
complicated. Our numerical studies show that this heuristic policy performs well.
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1. Introduction
The past decade has witnessed the proliferation of dynamic
pricing practice in various industries (see McGill and van
Ryzin 1999, Elmaghraby and Keskinocok 2003). Facilitated
by sophisticated information technologies such as enter-
prise resource planning (ERP) systems and electronic tags,
price changes are becoming easier. However, these changes
are not costless. Indeed, two major types of price adjust-
ment costs are identified in the economics literature: man-
agerial costs and physical costs (or “menu costs” in the
economics literature).

Managerial costs are directly related to “the time and
attention required of managers to gather the relevant infor-
mation and to make and implement decisions” (Bergen
et al. 2003). Typically, these costs arise within a firm as a
result of information gathering, decision making, and com-
munications. Physical costs are incurred for retailers such
as Best Buy and Target through the labor costs that result
from manually changing thousands of shelf prices within
their stores. Other physical costs that firms such as 3M,
Ericsson, and Bed Bath and Beyond experience are the
costs associated with producing, printing, and distributing
their price books or catalogs.

Many empirical studies have shown that both manage-
rial costs and physical costs are significant in retailing and
other industries (Rotemberg 1982b, Levy et al. 1997, Slade
1998, Aguirregabiria 1999, Bergen et al. 2003, Zbaracki

et al. 2004, Kano 2006). In particular, Levy et al. (1997)
and Slade (1998) find through empirical studies that phys-
ical costs play a crucial role in the price-setting behavior
of retail supermarkets. In a relatively recent study, Bergen
et al. (2003) estimate the managerial costs incurred by firms
when they change prices to be more than six times the mag-
nitude of the physical costs. Indeed, as Bergen et al. (2003)
further assert, the physical costs of changing prices have
been reduced because of advances in information technol-
ogy, whereas the managerial costs of doing so might actu-
ally have increased due to the added complexity of dealing
with on-line and in-store pricing, the added data from cus-
tomers buying through web sites, and the additional knowl-
edge and systems required to understand the e-business.

In addition to these empirical findings, a number of
quantitative models for analyzing optimal pricing strate-
gies have also been developed in the economics literature.
With a fixed price adjustment cost and stochastic inflation,
Sheshinski and Weiss (1977) show that 4s1 S5-type pric-
ing policies are optimal for a continuous-time model with
deterministic price-dependent demand. Caplin and Spulber
(1987) consider multiple firms that adopt an 4s1 S5 pricing
policy and show that the aggregate price of individual firms
changes with money supply in the market over time and
thus aggregate price stickiness disappears. See Sheshinski
and Weiss (1993) and references therein for further discus-
sion on costly price adjustment and 4s1 S5 pricing policies.
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Even though the economics literature illustrates that
price adjustment costs do exist and play a crucial role in
shaping firms’ pricing strategies (e.g., Sheshinski and Weiss
1993), the literature on inventory and pricing coordina-
tion by the operations management community has largely
ignored them. The purpose of this paper is to fill this gap by
incorporating price adjustment costs into integrated inven-
tory and pricing models and investigating the structural
properties of optimal inventory and pricing policies.

More specifically, we consider a firm that manages a sin-
gle product, periodic-review finite-horizon inventory sys-
tem with stochastic price-dependent demand and costly
price adjustments. Similar to Federgruen and Heching
(1999), at the beginning of each period, an ordering deci-
sion is made and a linear ordering cost is incurred. The
selling price of the period is also determined. The demand
in each period is random and depends on the selling price
set at the beginning of the period. However, different from
Federgruen and Heching (1999) and other papers on inven-
tory and pricing coordination, a price-adjustment cost is
incurred when the price in one period is set to be different
from that in the previous period. This might involve a fixed-
cost component that is independent of the magnitude of the
price changes and a variable-cost component that depends
on their magnitude. The objective of the firm is to coordi-
nate the pricing and inventory replenishment decisions in
each period to maximize its expected total discounted profit
over a finite planning horizon.

It turns out that the structure of the optimal policy in our
model allowing for the full generality is rather complicated.
Thus, we consider two special cases of our model: a model
with inventory carryover and no fixed price-change costs
and a model with fixed price-change costs and no inventory
carryover. For the first model with a general convex price
adjustment cost, we prove that a state-dependent base-stock
inventory and list-price policy is optimal. In this policy,
the base-stock level is nonincreasing in the price of the
previous period. If the initial inventory level is below the
base-stock level, then the list price is charged; otherwise,
a discount is offered. Both the list price and the discount
depend on the price of the previous period. When the vari-
able cost is piece-wise linear (with two linear pieces) and
convex, we can further prove that the optimal price fol-
lows a two-sided threshold-type policy, in which the thresh-
old levels are nonincreasing in the initial inventory level
and nondecreasing in the price of the previous period. For
the second model, we employ Scarf’s (1960) concepts of
K-concavity and the symmetric K-concavity proposed in
Chen and Simchi-Levi (2004a) to show that the optimal
pricing strategy is the one-sided 4s1 S5 policy if the price
change is uni-directional and the two-sided 4s1 S1A5 policy
if it is bi-directional. For the first model, we assume that
unsatisfied demand is backlogged, whereas for the second,
we assume that it is filled by an emergency order or alter-
natively, by an order at the beginning of the next period.

Under additional conditions, all our structural results hold
for models with lost sales.

Finally, for the general problem with fixed plus lin-
ear variable price-adjustment costs, we develop an intu-
itive heuristic policy—a base-stock inventory and two-sided
4s1 S5 pricing policy to manage inventory and set selling
prices. We provide an approach to computing the policy
parameters. Compared with the optimal policy, which is
difficult to compute, our heuristic policy is amenable to
practical implementation once the control parameters have
been calculated. In addition, the numerical study demon-
strates that the heuristic is quite effective.

Our paper falls within the growing research stream on
inventory and pricing coordination that started with Whitin
(1955). For a review of this literature, readers are referred
to Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003), Chan et al. (2004),
and Chen and Simchi-Levi (2011). Significant progress has
been made recently in analyzing integrated inventory and
pricing models with a fixed ordering cost and stochastic
demand for both backlog (see Chao and Zhou 2006; Chen
and Simchi-Levi 2004a, b, 2006; Huh and Janakiraman
2008) and lost sales (see Chen et al. 2005, Huh and
Janakiraman 2008, Song et al. 2008) cases.

The previous studies, however, predominantly assume
that the price adjustment is costless. To the best of our
knowledge, there are only two papers that are closely
related to ours: Aguirregabiria (1999) and Celik et al.
(2009). Motivated by the phenomenon in practice of large
periods without nominal price changes and short peri-
ods with low prices, Aguirregabiria (1999) proposes an
inventory and pricing model that incorporates both fixed
ordering costs and fixed price-adjustment costs but focuses
more on empirical studies. Celik et al. (2009) focus on a
continuous-time revenue management problem with costly
price changes. They characterize the optimal pricing polices
for the case of ample inventory and develop several heuris-
tics based on a corresponding fluid model. However, their
model does not take into account the inventory replen-
ishment decision. It is also appropriate to mention here
that Netessine’s (2006) paper, which formulates and ana-
lyzes a deterministic model to optimize the timing of price
changes, also recognizes the importance of the impact of
these costs on inventory and pricing decisions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In §2
we present the general model, introduce the notation, and
define a class of general inventory and pricing policies.
In §3 we consider the case without fixed costs. In §4 we
analyze the model without inventory carryover. In §5 we
provide the conditions under which the results of the back-
log case can be extended to the lost sales case. We develop
a heuristic policy for the general system in §6 and conduct
a numerical study. We also extend the heuristic to the case
with inventory dependent price adjustment costs. Finally,
in §7 we conclude the paper with a discussion of possible
extensions.
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2. The General Model Setting
Consider a firm that manages a single-product, periodic-
review inventory system with price-dependent demand in
an N -period planning horizon. In each period, the firm
needs to make both inventory replenishment and pricing
decisions so as to maximize the total expected discounted
profit over the planning horizon.

The time sequence of events is as follows. At the begin-
ning of each period, the firm first reviews its inventory level
and makes a replenishment decision. The order the firm
places is received immediately (leadtime 0) and incurs a
variable cost of cn per unit. Then, based on the inventory
level after replenishment and the selling price in the pre-
vious period, the firm decides whether to adjust the price
and, if so, by how much. During this period, the random
demand is realized, and all the revenues and costs are cal-
culated at the end of the period.

Let pn be the selling price of period n. For tractability,
we assume that demand in period n, denoted by Dn4pn1 �n5,
depends linearly on a stochastic component, �n, and the
selling price, pn. Specifically,

Dn4pn1 �n5= �n −�npn1

where �n and �n are two positive random variables, and
�n = 4�n1�n5. For simplicity, �n are assumed to be indepen-
dent of each other across time. The linear demand assump-
tion is made to ensure that the one-period expected profit
(excluding possible fixed cost components) is jointly con-
cave in inventory and price. It should be noted that lin-
ear demand functions are commonly used in the literature
and in practice (e.g., Petruzzi and Dada 1999, Simchi-Levi
et al. 2005).

Let p and p̄ be the lower and upper bounds of selling
price pn. We assume Dn4pn1 �n5 to be nonnegative for any
pn ∈ 6p1 p̄7 and any realization of �n. (Therefore, if �n is
drawn from a positively valued range 6�1 �̄7, then �n will
take values in 601�/p̄7, which ensures that Dn4p1 �n5 is
nonnegative.) Let Dn4pn5 = E6Dn4pn1 �n57. It is clear that
the expected revenue of period n, given as

Rn4pn5=E6pnDn4pn1 �n57= pn6E4�n5−E4�n5pn71

is concave in pn.
If the price-adjustment cost involves only a fixed com-

ponent that is independent of the price-adjustment mag-
nitude, the results in this paper hold for a more general
demand function Dn4pn1 �n5= �n−�nf 4pn5, where f 4 · 5 ∈

6f 4p51 f 4p̄57 is a time-independent strictly increasing func-
tion, and the expected revenue f −14d56E4�n5 − E4�n5d7
(f −14 · 5: 6f 4p51 f 4p̄57 → 6p1 p̄7 is the inverse function of
f 4 · 5) is concave in d. In this case, we can use the inventory
level and d as the primal decision variables in our analysis
rather than the inventory level and price.

Different from the majority of papers on inventory and
pricing coordination, we assume that a price change from

one period to the next is costly. Define �4A5= 1 if A 6= 0;
otherwise, �4A5 = 0. The cost of a price adjustment with
magnitude ã in period n is denoted by Cp

n 4ã5, which is
given as

Cp
n 4ã5=K�4ã5+Un4ã51 (1)

where the fixed cost K represents the menu cost or phys-
ical cost associated with a price change, and the vari-
able cost Un4 · 5 represents the managerial or customer cost
depending on the magnitude of the price adjustment. In the
economics literature, it is commonly assumed that the vari-
able cost Un4 · 5 is convex and increases with the size of the
price change because the decision and internal communica-
tion costs are higher for larger price changes (see Zbaracki
et al. 2004 for direct evidence from industrial markets
and detailed analysis). Several forms of Un4 · 5 have been
used in the economics literature, including piecewise linear
functions Un4ã5 = un�ã� (Tsiddon 1991, Slade 1998) and
quadratic functions Un4ã5 = unã

2 (Rotemberg 1982a, b;
Roberts 1992).

These studies have been inconclusive about the rela-
tive magnitude of K and Un4 · 5, with some suggesting that
the menu cost is small and insignificant (see McCallum
1986, Konieczny 1993), and others finding it to be large
(see Levy et al. 1997, Bergen et al. 2003). Thus, several
different forms of price adjustment costs have been used.
For instance, Slade (1998) considers a model with both a
fixed cost and piecewise linear variable costs and empiri-
cally shows that both exist. Rotemberg (1982a) considers
a model with a quadratic variable cost alone and states
that this cost primarily accounts for the implicit cost that
results from customers’ unfavorable reaction to large price
changes. Rotemberg (1982b) further finds evidence of a sig-
nificant variable price-adjustment cost from aggregate U.S.
economic data, whereas Aguirregabiria (1999) and Kano
(2006) focus only on fixed costs. A more general price-
adjustment cost is proposed by Celik et al. (2009), who
consider a menu cost K that may depend on the inventory
level in addition to a convex variable price adjustment cost.
Such a cost is reasonable in settings in which the price tag
law requires a price tag for each item. We provide a brief
discussion of the difficulty of including it in our model and
extend our heuristic to this more general setting in §6.

Depending on whether inventory can be carried over
between periods, we analyze two different models. The first
is a durable product model in which inventory can be car-
ried over from one period to another. In each period n,
the ending inventory incurs a unit holding cost hn, and any
excess demand is assumed to be backlogged and to incur
a unit shortage cost bn. The second model is a perishable
product model that does not allow inventory carryover. Any
leftover inventory at the end of each period n is salvaged
at rn per unit. In addition, any unsatisfied demand is filled
by an emergency order at cost bn per unit. In the next two
sections, we analyze these two models and characterize the
optimal pricing and inventory replenishment policies.
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At the beginning of each period, given starting inventory
level x and the selling price of the previous period, pn−1,
let vn4x1pn−15 denote the total discounted optimal profit
from period n to N minus cnx and � be the discount factor,
0 ¶ � ¶ 1. The dynamic programming formulation of this
problem is

vn4x1pn−15= max
y¾x1p¶p¶p̄

8−Cp
n 4p−pn−15+Ln4y1p591 (2)

where

Ln4y1p5=Rn4p5+Gn4y1p5+�cn+1E6y−Dn4p1 �n57

+�E6vn+14y−Dn4p1 �n51p571 (3)

in which if excess demand is backlogged and inventory
carryover is allowed, then

Gn4y1p5= −cny−hnE64y−Dn4p1 �n55
+7

− bnE64Dn4p1 �n5− y5+71

which is the modified one-period inventory cost function
(note that x+ = max401 x5, and for n = 1, c1x is also
included); if inventory carryover is not allowed (or excess
demand is lost), Gn4y1p5 and vn+14·1 ·5 will be defined in
§4 (or §5).

In the definition of Ln4y1p5, the first term is the expected
revenue; the second is the ordering, inventory holding, and
shortage costs; and the last two terms are the optimal
expected discounted profit from period n+ 1 to the end of
the planning horizon. Note that Gn4·1 ·5 is jointly concave
because the demand function is linear, which is critical for
our subsequent analysis. For ease of exposition, we assume
that the initial price p0 is given and vN+14x1 ·5= 0 without
loss of generality.

To end this section, we define the following class of
inventory and pricing policies. We show that most of the
policies we are about to discuss belong to this class.

Definition 1 (Base-Stock Inventory and Two-Sided
4s1 S5 Pricing Policy). An inventory replenishment and
pricing policy 4y∗

n1 p
∗
n5 is called a base-stock inventory and

two-sided 4s1 S5 pricing policy if, given the selling price
pn−1 of period n− 1 and the starting inventory level x of
period n,

• inventory replenishment follows a base-stock policy
with level ȳ4pn−15, i.e., y∗

n = max8ȳ4pn−151 x9; and
• selling price p∗

n is determined by two pairs of param-
eters 4s4x51 S4x55 and 4z4x51Z4x55 with s4x5 ¶ S4x5 ¶
Z4x5¶ z4x5 according to the following:

p∗

n =























S4x51 if pn−1 ¶ s4x5,

Z4x5 if pn−1 ¾ z4x5,

pn−1 otherwise.

(4)

Note that all the parameters and sets are period-dependent.
For brevity, we denote this class of policies by 0, which

includes several simpler and commonly seen policies as
special cases. When s4x5 = S4x5 and z4x5 = Z4x5, then it
becomes a two-sided threshold policy. Finally, when only
uni-directional price adjustment is allowed, the pricing pol-
icy is reduced to a one-sided policy.

3. Model with Inventory Carryover
In this section, we analyze our first model formulated
as (2), in which inventory can be carried over from one
period to another. When inventory can be carried over
and fixed price-adjustment costs are incurred, problem
(2) becomes very complicated. Indeed, concepts such as
K-convexity and symmetric K-convexity, which are effec-
tive for analyzing stochastic inventory models and inte-
grated inventory and pricing models with economies of
scale, are unlikely to be applicable to a two-dimensional
dynamic program (2) with a fixed price-adjustment cost,
and thus a totally new convexity related concept might be
needed. In the rest of the section, we therefore focus on
the model in which a price adjustment incurs only variable
costs, i.e., K = 0. As Rotemberg (1982b) observes, in some
settings variable costs might be significantly more impor-
tant than fixed costs. We provide a heuristic in §6 for the
model with a positive fixed price-adjustment cost.

3.1. Convex Variable Price-Adjustment Costs

In this section, we assume the variable price-adjustment
cost Un4ã5 is convex and characterize the optimal pricing
and inventory ordering policy.

The following two lemmas present some structural prop-
erties of the value functions, which will help us to charac-
terize the optimal policies.

Lemma 1. (a) vn4x1pn−15 is nonincreasing in x.
(b) vn4x1pn−15 is jointly concave in x and pn−1.

Proof. For part (a), note that the objective function in (2)
is independent of x. The result is immediate because we
are dealing with a maximization problem, and the feasible
domain of y becomes smaller when x increases.

We prove part (b) by induction. Because vN+14·1 ·5 = 0,
the result holds for N + 1. Suppose it is true for some
n + 1, n¶N . For n, observe that the first two terms in
(3) are concave in p and pn−1, Gn4y1p5 is jointly concave
in y and p, and Rn4p5− �cn+1Dn4p5 = 4p − �cn+15Dn4p5
is concave in p as Dn4p5 is linear and decreasing in p.
The concavity of the last term in Ln4y1p5 follows from the
inductive assumption and the linearity of Dn4p1 �n5. Thus,
the objective function in the maximization problem (2) is
jointly concave in y, p, and pn−1. This immediately implies
that vn4x1pn−15 is jointly concave in x and pn−1 because
concavity is preserved under maximization (see Proposition
2.2.15 of Simchi-Levi et al. 2005). �

Our next result indicates the submodularity of
vn4x1pn−15 and Ln4y1p5.
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Lemma 2. vn4x1pn−15 is submodular in x and pn−1 and
Ln4y1p5 is submodular in y and p.

Proof. To facilitate the analysis, we define wn4x1 p̃5 =

vn4x1−p̃5 and Jn4y1 p̃5= Ln4y1−p̃5. Then,

wn4x1p̃n−15= max
y¾x1−p¾p̃¾−p̄

{

−Un4p̃n−1 −p̃5+L̃n4y1p̃5
}

(5)

with wN+14·1 ·5= 0, and

Jn4y1p̃5=Rn4−p̃5+�cn+1E6y−Dn4−p̃1�n57+Gn4y1−p̃5

+�E6wn+14y−Dn4−p̃1�n51p̃570 (6)

To prove the lemma, it is sufficient to show that wn4x1 p̃n−15
is supermodular in x and p̃n−1 and Jn4y1 p̃5 is supermodular
in y and p̃, which we prove in the following.

We prove that wn4x1 p̃n−15 is supermodular in x and p̃n−1

by induction. Note that the supermodularity of Jn4y1 p̃5 will
be proved simultaneously. First, wN+14x1 p̃N 5 = 0 is obvi-
ously supermodular. Assume that wn+14x1 p̃n5 is supermod-
ular. We now prove that wn4x1 p̃n−15 is supermodular. Note
that the function −Un4p̃n−1 − p̃5 is a composite of a one-
dimensional concave function with p̃n−1 − p̃ and thus is
supermodular in p̃ and p̃n−1 (see Simchi-Levi et al. 2005,
Theorem 2.3.6). The same argument can be applied to
verify the supermodularity of Gn4y1−p̃5 as Dn4−p̃1 �n5 =

�n +�np̃. Meanwhile, Rn4−p̃5+ �cn+1E6y −Dn4−p̃1 �n57
is a separable function and thus is clearly supermodular
in y and p̃.

It remains for us to prove that wn+14y −Dn4−p̃1 �n51 p̃5
is supermodular for a given sample path of �n. For any two
pairs 4y1 p̃5 and 4y′1 p̃′5 with y > y′ and p̃ < p̃′, we have

wn+14y−Dn4−p̃′1 �n51 p̃
′5−wn+14y

′
−Dn4−p̃′1 �n51 p̃

′5

¾wn+14y−Dn4−p̃′1 �n51 p̃5−wn+14y
′
−Dn4−p̃′1 �n51 p̃5

¾wn+14y−Dn4−p̃1 �n51 p̃5−wn+14y
′
−Dn4−p̃1 �n51 p̃51

where the first inequality follows directly from the assump-
tion of the supermodularity of wn+14y1 p̃5, and the sec-
ond inequality follows from the concavity of wn+14y1 p̃5
in its first component. Thus, wn+14y−Dn4−p̃1 �n51 p̃5, and
hence E6wn+14y − Dn4−p̃1 �n51 p̃57, is supermodular in y
and p̃, which implies that Jn4y1 p̃5 is also supermodular
in y and p̃. Therefore, the objective function in the max-
imization problem (5) is supermodular in y, p̃, and p̃n−1.
In addition, it is easy to see that the feasible set is a lat-
tice. Hence, wn4x1 p̃n−15 is supermodular, as the maximiza-
tion of a supermodular function over a lattice remains still
supermodular (see Theorem 2.7.6 of Topkis 1998, or Propo-
sition 2.3.5 of Simchi-Levi et al. 2005). �

The submodularity of vn4x1pn−15 is quite intuitive and
implies that the marginal optimal profit with respect to
inventory level x decreases as the previous price pn−1

increases. The intuition behind this is that when a firm
has an additional unit of inventory, it tends to set a lower

price; with a higher starting price, the possible cost of price
adjustment is also higher, thus causing a decrease in profit.

We now proceed to show the optimal policy. Let

P̂n4pn−11 y5

= max
{

arg max
p¾p¾p̄

8−Un4pn−1 −p5+Ln4y1p59
}

1

4pn4pn−151 yn4pn−155

= max
{

arg max
y1p¾p¾p̄

8−Un4pn−1 −p5+Ln4y1p59
}

01

The following theorem characterizes the optimal pricing
and inventory replenishment policy.

Theorem 1. For a general convex price-adjustment cost,
if a bi-directional price change is allowed, then

(a) yn4pn−15 is nonincreasing and pn4pn−15 is nonde-
creasing in pn−1, and P̂n4pn−11 x5 is nonincreasing in x but
nondecreasing pn−1. Furthermore, ¡P̂n4pn−11 x5/¡pn−1 ¶ 1.

(b) The optimal inventory policy y∗
n =

min8yn4pn−151 x9, and the optimal pricing policy p∗
n =

min8P̂n4pn−11 x51pn4pn−159.

Proof. From the definition of Jn4y1 p̃5 in the proof of
Lemma 2, −Un4p̃n−1 − p̃5 + Jn4y1 p̃5 is supermodular in
4p̃1 y1 p̃n−15. Thus, as

4−pn4p̃n−151 yn4p̃n−155

= max
{

arg max
−p¾p̃¾−p̄1 y

8−Un4p̃n−1 − p̃5+ Jn4y1 p̃59
}

1

the first half of part (a) follows from Theorem 2.8.1 in
Topkis (1998), which concerns the monotonicity of the
maximizer of a supermodular function. Applying a similar
idea can show P̂n4pn−11 x5 is nonincreasing in x but non-
decreasing pn−1.

To prove the second half of part (a), observe that the
function −Un4p̂5 + Ln4x1pn−1 − p̂5 is supermodular in
4p̂1 pn−15 for a given x from the concavity of Ln4x1 ·5 and
is supermodular in 4p̂1 x5 for a given pn−1 from Lemma 2.
Thus, pn−1 − P̂n4pn−11 x5 is increasing in pn−1, which
implies that ¡P̂n4pn−11 x5/¡pn−1 ¶ 1.

From the joint concavity of function −Un4pn−1 − p5 +

Ln4y1p5, we can conclude that the optimal solution to prob-
lem (2) is given by 4pn4pn−151 yn4pn−155 if x ¶ yn4pn−15
and 4x1 P̂n4pn−11 x55 if x > yn4pn−15. �

The foregoing theorem implies that when the starting
inventory level x is less than yn4pn−15, the firm should
order up to yn4pn−15 and set the price at pn4pn−15; oth-
erwise, it should not order and should sell the product at
P̂n4pn−11 x5. Note that when the variable price-adjustment
cost takes a general convex form, the optimal policy is fully
state-dependent. In particular, when the starting inventory
level is higher than yn4pn−15, the optimal price that the firm
should set depends on both state variables. Thus, the struc-
tural result in this theorem is only a partial characterization
of the optimal policy.
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3.2. Piecewise Linear Price-Adjustment Costs

When the variable price-adjustment cost is piecewise lin-
ear, i.e., Un4p − pn−15 = un�p − pn−1�, we are able to
derive sharper results and characterize the optimal policy in
greater detail. To characterize the optimal policy with this
form of price adjustment cost, we define several functions
and parameters as follows. Let

gn4�1 x1p5= −�p+Ln4x1p51

where � is a real number. Define

Pn4�1 x5= arg max
p¶p¶p̄

8gn4�1 x1p591
2

Yn4�5= max
{

arg max
x

8gn4�1 x1Pn4�1 x595
}

1

and

yn4p5= max
{

arg max
y

8Ln4y1p59
}

0

Note that if p ¾ pn−1 and � = −un or if p < pn−1 and
� = un, then �pn−1 + gn4�1 x1p5 is the bracketed function
in (2).

Let p−
n 4x5 = Pn4un1 x5, p+

n 4x5 = Pn4−un1 x5, Y +
n =

Yn4un5, Y
−
n = Yn4−un5, P

−
n = p−

n 4Y
+
n 5, and P+

n = p+
n 4Y

−
n 5.

It is straightforward to verify that the foregoing functions
and quantities are well defined. Also note that Ln4x1p5 is
jointly concave due to Lemma 1.

Lemma 3. (a) Pn4�1 x5 is nonincreasing in � and x. Thus,
p−
n 4x5 and p+

n 4x5 are nonincreasing in x and p−
n 4x5 ¶

p+
n 4x5 for any x.
(b) Y +

n ¾ Y −
n , P−

n ¶ P+
n .

(c) yn4p5 is nonincreasing in p, yn4P
−
n 5 = Y +

n and
yn4P

+
n 5= Y −

n .
(d) p ¶ p+

n 4yn4p55 if p ¶ P+
n and p ¾ p+

n 4yn4p55 if
p¾ P+

n .
(e) p ¶ p−

n 4yn4p55 if p ¶ P−
n and p ¾ p−

n 4yn4p55 if
p¾ P−

n .

Proof. Define for any �, x, and p̃,

f 4�1 x1 p̃5= �p̃+ Jn4x1 p̃51

where Jn4x1 p̃5 is given in (6). Because �p̃ is supermodular
in � and p̃ and Jn4x1 p̃5 is supermodular in x and p̃ from
Lemma 2, f 4�1 x1 p̃5 is supermodular in �, x, and p̃.

Observe that

−Pn4�1 x5= arg max
−p¾p̃¾−p̄

8f 4�1 x1 p̃591

4Yn4�51−Pn4�1Yn4�55= max
{

arg max
x1−p¾p̃¾−p̄

8f 4�1 x1 p̃59
}

03

From the monotonicity of a maximizer of a supermodu-
lar function (Theorem 2.8.1 of Topkis 1998, or Theorem

2.3.7 of Simchi-Levi et al. 2005), Pn4�1 x5 is nonincreas-
ing in � and x. As a result, p−

n 4x5 and p+
n 4x5 are nonin-

creasing in x and p−
n 4x5 ¶ p+

n 4x5 for any x. In addition,
4Yn4�51−Pn4�1Yn4�55 is nondecreasing in �, and hence
Y +
n ¾ Y −

n and P−
n ¶ P+

n . Thus, parts (a) and (b) hold.
We now prove part (c). Observe that

yn4p5= max
{

arg max
y

f 4�1 y1−p5
}

for any �. Hence, yn4p5 is nonincreasing in p (again from
Theorem 2.3.7 of Simchi-Levi et al. 2004). Because yn4p5
is independent of �, we have yn4P

−
n 5 = Y +

n and yn4P
+
n 5 =

Y −
n . Thus, part (c) holds.
Now consider part (d). Let � be any element

in the supergradient set of the concave function
Ln4yn4p51p5. We immediately have that 4yn4p51p5 ∈

8arg maxx1p¶p¶p̄ gn4�1 x1p59. Because Ln4yn4p51p5 is con-
cave, if p ¶ P+

n , then we have � ¾ −un; otherwise (i.e., if
p > P+

n ), we have � ¶−un. In either case,

−p = arg max
−p¾p̃¾−p̄

f 4�1 yn4p51 p̃50

Note that

−p+

n 4yn4p55= arg max
−p¾p̃¾−p̄

f 4−un1 yn4p51 p̃50

Thus, from the supermodularity of f 4�1 x1 p̃5 in � and p̃,
p¶ p+

n 4yn4p55 for p¶ P+
n and p¾ p+

n 4yn4p55 for p¾ P+
n .

Hence, part (d) holds.
Finally, part (e) can be proved similarly to part (d). �
A sketch of the functions (yn4p5, p+

n 4x5, p−
n 4x5) and

parameters (Y +
n 1 Y −

n 1 P+
n 1 P

−
n ) is provided in Figure 2. The

properties of these are important for characterizing the
structure of the optimal policy, which we shall see in
the following. We start with the optimal policies for the
cases in which only single-directional price adjustments are
allowed throughout the horizon. Note that in such cases,
the corresponding dynamic recursion (2) is derived under
the constraint pn−1 ¶ p¶ p̄ in the markup-only case while
under p ¶ p ¶ pn−1 in the markdown-only case for each
period n.

Theorem 2. Consider a system with linear price-
adjustment costs that allows only a single-directional price
adjustment throughout the horizon. Given the starting
inventory level x and the price of the previous period pn−1:

(a) If only markup is allowed, the optimal inventory and
pricing policy 4y1

n1 p
1
n5 belongs to 0. Specifically, it fol-

lows a base-stock inventory and one-sided threshold pricing
policy with parameters ȳ4pn−15 = min8Y +

n 1 yn4pn−159 and
S4x5= s4x5= min8P−

n 1 pn4x59;
(b) If only markdown is allowed, the optimal inventory

and pricing policy 4y2
n1 p

2
n5 belongs to 0. Specifically, it fol-

lows a base-stock inventory and one-sided threshold pricing
policy with parameters ȳ4pn−15 = max8Y −

n 1 yn4pn−159 and
Z4x5= z4x5= min8P+

n 1 p
+
n 4x59.
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Figure 1. The optimal inventory and pricing policies for one-directional price changes.
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with markup with markdown

The optimal policy is illustrated in Figure 1. When only
a markup is allowed (Figure 1(a)), if the starting state
4x1pn−15 of period n is in region I, then it is optimal to
order up to Y +

n and to mark the price up to P−
n . If the

state is in region II, then it is optimal to order nothing and
increase the price to p−

n 4x5. If the state is in regions III
and IV, then it is optimal to do nothing. Finally, if the state
lies in region V, then the price is kept unchanged, and it is
optimal to order up to yn4pn−15. It is noteworthy that p−

n 4x5
and yn4pn−15 have the illustrated relationship and cross only
once at 4Y +

n 1 P−
n 5 because yn4P

−
n 5= Y +

n , p−
n 4Y

+
n 5= P−

n and
because of part (e) of Lemma 3. When only a markdown
is allowed (Figure 1(b)), if the initial state 4x1pn−15 lies in
regions I and II, then the price should be kept unchanged,
and it is optimal to order up to yn4pn−15. If the state is in
region III, then nothing should be done. If the state is in
region IV, then the firm should order nothing and mark the
price down to p+

n 4x5. Finally, if the state is in region V,
then it should order up to Y −

n and mark the price down to
P+
n . Again, the visualized relationship between p+

n 4x5 and
yn4pn−15 follows from yn4P

+
n 5 = Y −

n , p+
n 4Y

−
n 5 = P+

n , and
from part (d) of Lemma 3.

In general, when a bi-directional price change is allowed,
with the properties presented in Lemma 3, the opti-
mal policy is characterized in the following theorem.
Its proof and the proof of Theorem 2 are provided in
Appendix A in the electronic companion, which is avail-
able as part of the online version that can be found at http://
or.journal.informs.org.

Theorem 3. For a system with linear price-adjustment
costs, given the starting inventory level x and the
price of the previous period pn−1, the optimal inven-
tory and the pricing policy 4y∗

n1 p
∗
n5 of period n belongs

to 0. Specifically, it follows a base-stock inventory
and two-sided threshold pricing policy with parameters
ȳ4pn−15 = max8min4yn4pn−151 Y

+
n 51 Y −

n 9, s4x5 = S4x5 =

min8p−
n 4x51P

−
n 9 and z4x5=Z4x5= min8p+

n 4x51P
+
n 9.

The optimal policy for the case with bi-directional price
changes is illustrated in Figure 2. If the starting state
4x1pn−15 ∈ I, then it is optimal to order up to Y +

n and to
mark the price up to P−

n . If the starting state 4x1pn−15 ∈ II,
then it is optimal to order nothing and to mark the price
up to p−

n 4x5. If the starting state 4x1pn−15 ∈ III ∪ V, then
it is optimal to order nothing and to fix the price at pn−1.
If the starting state 4x1pn−15 ∈ IV ∪ VI, then it is optimal
to order nothing and to mark the price down to p+

n 4x5. If
the starting state 4x1pn−15 ∈ VIII ∪ IX, then it is optimal to
order up to yn4pn−15 and to fix the price at pn−1. Finally, if
the starting state 4x1pn−15 ∈ VII, then it is optimal to order
up to Y −

n and to mark the price down to P+
n .

The optimal policy provided in Theorem 3 implies that
the optimal price p∗

n is nondecreasing in pn−1 and nonin-
creasing in x (it also follows from the structural result for
the case with a general convex price-adjustment cost). It
should be pointed out that our structural results for the opti-
mal policy extend those of Federgruen and Heching (1999),
who illustrate in a corresponding integrated inventory and

Figure 2. The optimal inventory and pricing policy for
bi-directional price changes.
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pricing model with costless price adjustments that a base-
stock list price policy is optimal.

We end this section with the next result, which shows
how the optimal policy parameters change with the unit
price-adjustment cost un.

Proposition 1. If the variable price adjustment cost un

increases, then Y −
n 1 P−

n , and p−
n 4x5 decrease and Y +

n , P+
n ,

and p+
n 4x5 increase. However, yn4pn−15 is independent

of un.

Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 3. �
We provide some intuition about the last result. Observe

that for a given initial inventory level x in period n and sell-
ing price pn−1 in period n− 1, the magnitude of the price
change (if any) decreases if the variable price-adjustment
cost un increases. Thus, the price raise-up-to levels P−

n

and p−
n 4x5 decrease, and the price decrease-down-to levels

P+
n and p+

n 4x5 increase. At the same time, a lower price
P−
n implies greater demand and thus a higher order-up-to

level Y −
n , whereas a higher price P+

n implies less demand
and thus a lower order-up-to level Y +

n . It is clear that the
optimal policy parameters after period n are independent of
un. However, it is not clear how the optimal policy param-
eters before period n depend on un.

4. Model with No Inventory Carryover
In this section, we consider the second model in which no
inventory can be carried over from one period to the next.
In each period n, we assume that any unsatisfied demand
must be fulfilled by an expedited order, which incurs an
emergency ordering cost of bn per unit. An alternative
interpretation of emergency orders is that any unsatisfied
demand is filled by an order in the following period, and a
penalty is charged. It is worth noting that similar assump-
tions are made in previous studies of inventory models
(e.g., Eeckhoudt et al. 1995, Simchi-Levi et al. 2005, Chen
2009). The unsold units at the end of each period n are
salvaged with a per-unit value of rn (if it is negatively val-
ued, then the salvage value represents the disposal cost).
The assumption that the unsold units of the product cannot
be held in inventory for the next period, but instead yield
a certain salvage revenue, is not as restrictive as it appears
in that this assumption is appropriate to model settings that
involve perishable products with a short shelf life.

To avoid trivialities, we assume that bn > cn > rn.
Although we allow the fixed price-change cost to be greater
than zero (i.e., K > 0 in (1)) in the current model, for
tractability, we require that Un4ã5 = un�ã�. In this setting,
we are able to characterize the optimal pricing and ordering
policy with the presence of both fixed and variable price-
adjustment costs.

As we assume that all demands need to be satisfied and
that the remaining inventory is salvaged at the end of each
period, the starting inventory of every period is zero. Thus,
it suffices to use the selling price of the last period as the

sole state variable. The replenishment decision is thus sim-
plified to the ordering quantity Qn of each period n.

With a slight abuse of notation, we still let vn4pn−15
denote the total discounted optimal profit from periods n
to N . The dynamic programming formulation of the prob-
lem is

vn4pn−15= max
Q¾01 p¶p¶p̄

8−Cp
n 4p−pn−15+Rn4p5

+Gn4Q1p5+�vn+14p591 (7)

where

Gn4Q1p5= −cnQ− bnE64Dn4pn1 �n5−Q5+7

+ rnE64Q−Dn4pn1 �n55
+7

models the ordering and inventory-related costs. Again, due
to the linearity of the demand function, it is not difficult to
see that Gn4Q1p5 is jointly concave in Q and p. Hence,
we can first solve the optimal ordering quantity given the
price p, Q∗

n4p5, which is the solution to

4bn − cn5− 4bn − rn5Pr4Q¾Dn4p1 �n55= 00 (8)

The following result illustrates that the optimal ordering
quantity in period n is nonincreasing in the selling price
that is set for the period. Its proof is established by showing
the submodularity of Gn4Q1p5, which follows a routine
argument and thus is omitted here.

Lemma 4. Q∗
n4p5 is nonincreasing in p.

Substituting Q∗
n4p5 into (7), it is then simplified to

vn4pn−15= max
p¶p¶p̄

8−Cp
n 4p−pn−15+Ln4p591 (9)

where

Ln4p5=Gn4p5+Rn4p5+�vn+14p51

and Gn4p5 2=Gn4Q
∗
n4p51p5 is concave in p. Note that after

optimizing the ordering quantity Q, which is myopic, the
problem is reduced to one with a single decision, and the
foregoing dynamic program recursion is almost identical
to that which corresponds to another classical inventory
model—the stochastic cash balance problem with symmet-
ric ordering and return costs (see Appendix B for more
details). Thus, the approach proposed in Chen (2003) and
Chen and Simchi-Levi (2009) for analysis of the stochastic
cash balance problem can be slightly modified to character-
ize the optimal pricing policy of the model developed here.
In addition, the structure of our model’s optimal pricing
policy is essentially identical to that of the optimal policy
of the stochastic cash balance problem.
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The analysis in Chen (2003) and Chen and Simchi-Levi
(2011) is built upon the following definition of symmetric
K-concavity.

Definition 2. A real-valued function f 2 6a1 b7 → < is
called symmetric K-concave for K ¾ 0 if for any x01 x1 ∈

6a1 b7 with � ∈ 60117,

f 441 −�5x0 +�x15

¾ 41 −�5f 4x05+�f 4x15− max4�1 41 −�55K0 (10)

(The definition in Chen and Simchi-Levi 2004a assumes
that a = −� and b = �. However, it is straightfor-
ward to extend the definition by restricting the function
in a bounded interval 6a1 b7.) The concept of symmetric
K-concavity is a generalization of Scarf’s (1960) classi-
cal concept of K-concavity and is introduced by Chen
and Simchi-Levi (2004a) when they analyze an integrated
inventory and pricing model with fixed ordering cost and
multiplicative demand. Interestingly, this concept has appli-
cations in the stochastic cash balance problem. We list the
properties that are useful to our analysis in Appendix C.

Define

P−

n =min
{

argmax
p∈6p1 p̄7

8−unp+Ln4p59
}

1

P+

n =min
{

argmax
p∈6p1 p̄7

8unp+Ln4p59
}

1

X−

n =8p∈ 6p1P−

n 7 �−unp+Ln4p5¾−K−unP
−

n +Ln4P
−

n 591

X+

n =8p∈ 6P+

n 1p̄7 �unp+Ln4p5¾−K+unP
+

n +Ln4P
+

n 590

Let sn = inf X−
n if X−

n is nonempty, and otherwise sn = p;
zn = inf X+

n if X+
n is nonempty, and otherwise zn = p̄. It

can easily be shown that sn ¶ P−
n ¶ P+

n ¶ zn from their
definitions.

If only a markup or markdown is allowed throughout
the planning horizon, then the dynamic program recursion
is almost identical to that which corresponds to the clas-
sical stochastic inventory model analyzed in Scarf (1960).
In this case, we can apply the concept of K-concavity to
prove that a one-sided 4s1 S5 pricing policy is optimal. It
should be pointed out that the policy parameters in the fol-
lowing result have different values than those in the case
with bi-directional price changes, even though they share a
common notation.

Proposition 2. (a) If only markups are allowed in the
entire planning horizon, then for period n = 11 0 0 0 1N , the
vn4p5 function is K-concave in 6p1 p̄7, and the optimal
policy belongs to 0. Specifically, the optimal inventory pol-
icy is base-stock with parameter ȳ4pn−15 = Q∗

n4p
∗
n4pn−155,

whereas the optimal price p∗
n is a one-sided 4s1 S5 pricing

policy with s4x5= sn and S4x5= P−
n .

(b) If only markdowns are allowed in the entire plan-
ning horizon, then for period n = 11 0 0 0 1N , the wn4p̃5 =

vn4−p̃5 function is K-concave in 6−p̄1−p7 and the optimal

policy belongs to 0. Specifically, the optimal inventory pol-
icy is base-stock with parameter ȳ4pn−15 = Q∗

n4p
∗
n4pn−155,

whereas the optimal price p∗
n is a one-sided 4s1 S5 pricing

policy with z4x5= zn and Z4x5= P+
n .

Theorem 4. (a) vn4p5 and Ln4p5 are symmetric
K-concave; and

(b) the optimal inventory policy is base-stock with
parameter ȳ4pn−15 = Q∗

n4p
∗
n4pn−155, and the optimal price

p∗
n is determined by

p∗

n=



















































P−
n 1 if pn−1¶sn,

∈8pn−11P
−
n 9 if pn−1 ∈4sn14sn+P−

n 5/25,

pn−1 if pn−1 ∈44sn+P−
n 5/214P+

n +zn5/25,

∈8pn−11P
+
n 91 if pn−1 ∈44P+

n +zn5/21zn5,

P+
n if pn−1¾zn.

(11)

Proof. Because our dynamic program recursion is almost
identical to that for the stochastic cash balance problem
with symmetric ordering and returning costs, we only
sketch the proof of the result here; for a detailed proof,
interested readers are referred to the corresponding recur-
sion in Chen and Simchi-Levi (2009).

The theorem is proved by induction on n. By assuming
vn+14p5 is symmetric K-concave, we can show that Ln4p5
and vn4p5 are symmetric K-concave by Lemma 5 part (b)
and Lemma 6 in Appendix B, respectively. The structure
of the optimal policy at period n comes from the properties
of the symmetric K-concavity of Ln4p5 and the concavity
of Gn4p5 and Rn4p5 by using Lemma 5 part (d) for the
markup direction and a symmetric argument for the mark-
down direction. �

The optimal pricing policy is visualized in Figure 3,
in which the dashed lines specify different regions. When
there is no inventory carryover, if pn−1 is in region I, then
the price should always be marked up to P−

n ; if pn−1 is
in region II and it is optimal to change the price, then it
should be marked up to P−

n ; otherwise, it should be kept
unchanged; if pn−1 is in region III, then the price should
not be changed; if pn−1 is in region IV and it is optimal
to change the price, then it should be marked down to P+

n ;
otherwise, it should not be changed; and finally, if pn−1 is in
region V, the price should be marked down to P+

n . Note that
the pricing policy is more complicated than the two-sided
4s1 S5 policy defined in Definition 1 and can be regarded
as a two-sided 4s1 S1A5 policy (see more discussion on
4s1 S1A5 policy in Chen and Simchi-Levi 2004), which
includes regions 4sn1 4sn +P−

n 5/25 and 44P+
n + zn5/21 zn5 in

which the optimal policy is ambiguous.
Sheshinski and Weiss (1977) also show the 4s1 S5-type

pricing policy to be optimal for an infinite-horizon, deter-
ministic, continuous-review problem with inflation and a
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Figure 3. Optimal pricing policy with no inventory carryover.

III V

pn–1p pPn
+ +sn
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sn + Pn
−

Pn
− zn

2

zn + Pn

I II IV

fixed price-adjustment cost. Nevertheless, their model set-
ting is different from ours, and the main driver of the price
change is inflation, i.e., inflation causes the selling price to
drift continuously from the initial price level S to the level
s at which point the price is marked up to S and this cycle
then repeats itself. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the key
driver of price changes in our setting is the nonstationarity
of the system parameters and the market demand.

Remark. It is noteworthy that the assumption of station-
ary fixed costs can be relaxed. In particular, the preceding
results hold even for time-dependent fixed costs, denoted
by Kn, as long as �n−1Kn is nonincreasing in n.

5. Lost Sales Model
In this section, we consider a lost sales model, in which
unsatisfied demand in each period is lost. Different from the
backlog case, we do not assume any specific form of demand
function Dn4p1 �n5 here but only require it to be decreasing
concave and twice differentiable in p and strictly increas-
ing in �n (note that �n is a scalar in this case). For exam-
ple, Dn4p1 �n5 = Dn4p5 + �n or Dn4p1 �n5 = Dn4p5�n, with
Dn4p5 being decreasing concave. We start by discussing the
case of inventory carryover.

The resulting dynamic program is as follows.

vn4x1pn−15= max
y¾x1p¾p¾p̄

8−Un4pn−1 −p5+Ln4y1p591 (12)

with vN+14·1 ·5= 0, and

Ln4y1p5

=4p−�cn+1 +hn5E6min8Dn4p1�n51y97+4�cn+1 −hn−cn5y

+�E6vn+144y−Dn4p1�n55
+1p570 (13)

As in the backlogging model, we consider only variable
price-adjustment costs here, and we do not consider any
additional penalty costs of lost sales because it would
become very difficult to find the conditions under which the
value functions are concave. This setting is also adopted in
other inventory-pricing models with lost sales (e.g., Song
et al. 2008). We also require that p¾ �cn+1 −hn, which is
not too restrictive, because otherwise for those p such that
p < �cn+1 −hn, the first term in Jn4y1 p̃5 (the expected net
revenue) is negative.

It should also be noted that, different from the backlog
case, the expected revenue in the lost sales case equals the

expectation of the product of the selling price and the min-
imum of demand and the inventory level. This function is,
in general, not jointly concave. Moreover, the requirement
that the initial inventory at the beginning of any period
must be nonnegative also makes the analysis more chal-
lenging. However, we are able to provide conditions under
which the results of the backlog case can be extended to
the lost sales case. The proofs of the results in this section
are given in Appendix D.

Define

en4x1p5= −4p−�cn+1 +hn5
6Pr4Dn4p1 �n5 > x57′p

Pr4Dn4p1 �n5 > x5
0 (14)

This definition is similar to the elasticity of lost sales
defined in Kocabiyikoglu and Popescu (2011) with the dif-
ference of an additional term −�cn+1 + hn in the coeffi-
cient because we consider a multi-period setting. In the
next two results, we provide conditions based on en4x1p5,
under which the optimal policies we characterized for the
backlog case continue to hold here.

Theorem 5. If en4x1p5¾ 1/2 for all n, then
(a) Ln4y1p5 is jointly concave in y and p, vn4x1pn−15 is

nonincreasing in x and jointly concave in x and pn−1; and
(b) the optimal strategy 4y∗

n1 p
∗
n5 has the same structure

as those presented in Theorem 1.

For a single-period problem, Kocabiyikoglu and Popescu
(2011) show that, under a similar condition (as noted,
en4x1p5 here is defined slightly differently), the expected
revenue pE6min8x1Dn4p1 �n597 is jointly concave. It hap-
pens that this condition leads to the joint concavity of our
multi-period problem. Here, we give one example that sat-
isfies the condition. If Dn4p1 �n5= an − bnp+ �n where �n
is exponentially distributed with cdf 1 − e−�x, � > 0, then
en4x1p5 ¾ 1/2 holds for all feasible x and p as long as
p ¾ 1/42�bn5 + �cn+1 − hn. We would also like to point
out that, other papers, such as Chen et al. (2005) and
Song et al. (2008), provide conditions under which the sin-
gle period profit, after optimizing the ordering quantity, is
quasi-concave in the price. However, their approaches can-
not be applied in our setting.

Under a stronger condition that en4x1p5¾ 1, we can fur-
ther show that Ln4y1p5 is submodular, and hence the opti-
mal policies when Un4ã5 is piecewise linear have the same
structure as those presented in the backlog case.
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Theorem 6. If en4x1p5¾ 1 for all n and Un4ã5 = un�ã�,
then

(a) Ln4y1p5 is jointly concave and submodular in y
and p, and vn4x1pn−15 is jointly concave and submodular
in x and pn−1; and

(b) the optimal strategy 4y∗
n1 p

∗
n5 (markup only, mark-

down only bi-directional) has the same structure as those
presented in Theorems 2 and 3.

An example that satisfies en4x1p5¾ 1 can also be found
similarly, as we did for the previous theorem.

We next consider a case in which there is no inventory
carryover. Redefine

Gn4Q1p5= −cnQ+ rnE64Q−Dn4p1 �n55
+71

where rn still denotes the unit salvage value and rn ¶ p. It
is clear that the results derived in §4 continue to hold if

ḡn4p5= max
Q

8pE6min8Dn4p1 �n51Q97+Gn4Q1p59 (15)

is concave in p. Let Q∗
n4p5 be the optimal ordering quan-

tity with a given price p. The next theorem provides the
condition that (15) is concave.

Theorem 7. For the case in which no inventory is carried
over between periods, replace −�cn+1 + hn in (14) with
−rn. If the resulting en4Q

∗
n4p51p5¾ 1/2 for all n, then

(a) ḡn4p5 is concave in p; and
(b) the optimal pricing policy for the lost sales case has

the same structure as that presented in Theorem 4.

Part (a) in Theorem 7 follows from the condition
en4Q

∗
n4p51p5 ¾ 1/2, which can be proved by similar

arguments to those in the proof of Proposition 6 in
Kocabiyikoglu and Popescu (2011), and thus we skip it
here. Part (b) follows directly from part (a). When the
demand function takes the form Dn4p1 �n5 = An4p5�n +

Bn4p5, the condition holds if �n has a distribution with
an increasing failure rate (IFR) and 4p − rn5A

′
n4p5 and

4p− rn5B
′
n4p5 are decreasing in p. See Kocabiyikoglu and

Popescu (2011) for further discussion.

6. The General Model: Heuristic and
Numerical Study

Based on the analysis and results presented in the previous
sections, we can anticipate that the optimal policy of the
general problem with both inventory carryover and a fixed
price-adjustment cost will be state-dependent and might not
have a simple structure. Recall that even for the model
without fixed price-adjustment costs, the optimal policy
is state-dependent. Therefore, the optimal policy might be
too complicated to implement. To provide a control policy
that is relatively easy to implement for a general system,
in this section we propose an intuitive heuristic inspired by
the analysis in the two preceding special cases. We focus

only on Un4ã5= un�ã� and the backlog case, although the
heuristic is also applicable to the lost sales case.

Due to the existence of fixed price-adjustment costs and
based on the analysis in §§3 and 4, it is natural to con-
struct a heuristic policy from 0, i.e., the heuristic fol-
lows a base-stock inventory and two-sided 4s1 S5 pricing
policy. To make the policy easier to implement, we set
s4x5 = shn , S4x5 = P h−

n , z4x5 = zhn, Z4x5 = P h+
n with state-

independent parameters shn1 P
h−
n 1 zhn, and P h+

n , which we
later show how to compute. The parameter for the base-
stock policy is ȳ4pn−15 = yhn4p

h
n4pn−155, where ph

n4pn−15 is
the selling price after the price-adjustment decision. We
search yhn4p

h
n4pn−155 of the value function in a compact

domain. We name this policy Heuristic CZC.
Because we are dealing with a finite-horizon, nonstation-

ary problem, the policy control parameters described above
need to be computed for each period recursively, starting
from period N . Specifically, after the control parameters
of period n + 1 are computed, they are applied to derive
the corresponding value function of period n + 1 and, in
turn, the control parameters of period n. Because the value
function resulting from the heuristic policy holds no nice
structural properties, the computation of the control param-
eters relies on complete enumerations over the feasible sets.
For the price p in period n, there is a given feasible set
6p1 p̄7, whereas for the inventory order-up-to level, we need
to impose an upper bound based on the range of possible
realizations of demand. The detailed steps of the heuristic
are presented in the following algorithm.

Heuristic CZC for the General System
• Step 1. Set n = N and define vhN+14x1p5 =

vN+14x1p5 = cN+1x. Let lN 4y1p5 = RN 4p5 + GN 4y1p5 +

�E6vhN+14y−DN 4p1 �N 51p57.
• Step 2. Define

4Y h+

n 1 P h−

n 5 ∈

{

arg max
y1p∈6p1p̄7

8−unp+ ln4y1p59
}

1

with

shn = min8p ∈ 6p1P h−

n 7 � −unp+ ln4Y
h+

n 1 p5¾−K − unP
h−

n

+ ln4Y
h+

n 1 P h−

n 59 (if empty, shn = p)3

and

4Y h−

n 1 P h+

n 5 ∈

{

arg max
y1p∈6p1 p̄7

8unp+ ln4y1p59
}

1

with

zhn = max8p ∈ 6P h+

n 1 p̄7 � unp+ ln4Y
h−

n 1 p5¾−K + unP
h+

n

+ ln4Y
h−

n 1 P h+

n 59 (if empty, zhn = p̄)3

and yhn4pn−15 is the global maximizer of

yhn4pn−15 ∈

{

arg max
y

8ln4y1p59
}

0
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• Step 3. Set the price of period n according to a two-
sided 4s1 S5 pricing policy with parameters 4shn1 P

h−
n 5 and

4zhn1 P
h+
n 5, and then replenish the inventory following a

state-dependent base-stock policy. Specifically, if pn = P h−
n ,

then yhn = max8x1Y h+
n 9 and

vhn4x1pn−15= −K − un4P
h−

n −pn−15

+ ln4max8x1Y h+

n 91P h−

n 5+ cnx3

or else if pn = P h+
n , then yhn = max8x1Y h−

n 9 and

vhn4x1pn−15= −K + un4pn−1 −P h+

n 5

+ ln4max8x1Y h−

n 91P h+

n 5+ cnx3

otherwise, if pn = pn−1, then yhn = max8x1 yhn4pn−159 and

vhn4x1pn−15= ln4max8x1 yhn4pn−1591pn−15+ cnx0

• Step 4. If n > 1, then n = n − 1 and let ln4y1p5 =

Rn4p5 + Gn4y1p5 + �E6vhn+14y − Dn4p1 �n51p57; go to
Step 2. Otherwise, stop.

It is not difficult to see from the definition that Y h+
n =

yhn4P
−
n 5, Y

h−
n = yhn4P

+
n 5, and shn ¶ zhn. Because we have to

derive the recursion for value function vhn4x1pn−15 in the
algorithm, the control parameters of the heuristic might not
be easy to compute. However, we expect the computational
effort to be less than that for the exact optimal policy, and
the heuristic policy is also amenable to practical implemen-
tation once the control parameters are on hand.

To test the effectiveness of the heuristic compared to the
optimal solutions, we conduct an extensive numerical study.
We first consider instances with a short planning horizon,
N = 4. Assume Dn4p1 �5= 80−2p+�, in which � is a neg-
ative binomial random variable (P4� = i5=Cr

i+r−14�5
r41−

�5i) with � = 005 and r = 8, so the expected value E6�7= 8.
The other basic parameters are, for n= 11 0 0 0 1N : bn = 10,
hn = 2, un = 3n− 2, K = 30, �= 009, cn = 6 − n005, p = 3,
and p̄ = 35.

Different instances are generated by alternating one of
the basic system parameters. For each instance, we consider
the possible combination of the initial inventory level x ∈

6−201507 and price p0 ∈ 631357 to avoid the impact of the
initial state on the performance of the heuristic. That is to
say, for each set of parameters there are a total of 2,343
instances. We define the relative error of the heuristic as

Error% = max
x1p0

{

v14x1p05− vh14x1p05

v14x1p05

}

× 100%1

Table 1. Performance of heuristic CZC.

K = 30 K = 100

Error % GP 1 (r) GP 2 (c2) GP 3 (b) GP 4 (u1) GP 1(r) GP 2(c2) GP 3(b) GP 4(u1)

Avg 0.25 0.27 0.07 0.55 0.32 0.70 0.80 1.01
Max 0.30 0.87 0.19 0.85 0.33 1.17 1.28 1.44

where vh14x1p05 is the resulting total discounted profit of
Heuristic CZC given state 4x1p05. The optimal profit
v14x1p05 is computed recursively through an exhaustive
search over the feasible domain of price and ordering quan-
tity (in this numerical study, because the largest expected
one-period demand is 82 and the largest variance is 80, we
set an upper bound of 200 for the ordering quantity).

We generate four groups of examples. By keeping
E6�7 = 8, we generate Group 1 instances by considering
the parameter r ∈ 67213211218127. The resulting variances
V 6�7 are 80, 40, 20, 16, and 10. Group 2 is generated by
alternating the unit ordering cost c2 in period 2 from 2 to
10 with a step size of 2. For Group 3, we change the back-
log cost b from 20 to 80 with a step size of 20. For the last
group, Group 4, we change the unit price-adjustment cost
u1 of period 1 from 5 to 20 with a step size of 5. To see
the impact of the fixed price-adjustment cost on the perfor-
mance of the heuristic, we further test the preceding four
groups of instances with a larger fixed cost of K = 100.

The results are reported in Table 1. We can see that the
heuristic performs very well in these examples. Compared
to the results of K = 30, we find that the performance of the
heuristic deteriorates slightly as K becomes larger. How-
ever, it still performs quite well. The average computation
time of the heuristic for each instance (using Matlab) is
0.76 seconds of CPU time, in contrast to 810.6 seconds
of CPU time of the optimal policy on a PC with a 2.66-
GHz CPU.

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the heuristic,
we consider a very simple myopic policy whose parameters
are calculated based on the single-period profit and apply
them to Heuristic CZC. Although computationally easier,
we can see from Table 2 that its performance is consider-
ably worse after comparing with Table 1.

Finally, to determine how well the heuristic performs
with a longer planning horizon, we test the previous four
groups of instances with N = 12 and K = 100. The aver-
age and maximum errors for the four groups are (0.00%,
0.00%), (0.15%, 0.36%), (0.92%, 2.29%), and (0.40%,
0.56%), respectively. These results show that the resulting
profit of the heuristic is still quite close to the optimal when
the planning horizon is long.

We also conduct numerical studies to compare Heuristic
CZC with several other simple ones, and the results are
reported in Appendix E.
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Table 2. Performance of myopic heuristic.

K = 30 K = 100

Error % GP 1 (r) GP 2 (c2) GP 3 (b) GP 4 (u1) GP 1(r) GP 2(c2) GP 3(b) GP 4(u1)

Avg 0.72 1.04 1.50 1.20 0.92 1.23 3.80 1.69
Max 1.96 2.89 1.53 2.34 6.31 6.98 5.90 6.58

Inventory-Dependent Price-Adjustment Cost

In the retail industry, the physical costs of a price adjust-
ment might include inventory ticketing/relabeling costs, and
hence they might depend on the existing inventory level
(Celik et al. 2009). Let cIn be the price-adjustment cost per
unit of inventory. It should be stressed that this cost would
be incurred only when there are price changes between
periods, and it is thus of the fixed-cost type. In addition,
such an inventory dependent price-adjustment cost should
be incurred only when there is positive inventory; for back-
logged units, the customers pay the price of the last period,
and thus there is no need to change the price tags when
they become available. Also note that the labeling cost for
the “fresh” inventory, brought by the order that has just
been placed, is accounted for in the variable ordering cost.
Therefore, when the starting inventory level of period n
is x, the total price-adjustment cost is expressed as

Cp
n 4ã1x5= 4K + cInx

+5�4ã5+Un4ã50

With this more general cost function, we can anticipate that
the problem will be even more complicated than the models
analyzed in the previous sections. To tackle this complexity,
we provide the following two heuristic policies. The first
simply applies the heuristic we developed for the case with
cIn = 0. The second slightly modifies the preceding heuristic
to accommodate the new cost feature. As the fixed cost now
depends on the inventory level, we redefine the parameters
s4x5 and z4x5 as s4x5= shn4x5 and z4x5= zhn4x5, where

shn4x5=min8p∈ 6p1P h−

n 7 �−unp+ln4Y
h+

n 1p5¾−K−cIx+

−unP
h−

n +ln4Y
h+

n 1P h−

n 59 (if empty, shn4x5=p)3

and

zhn4x5= max8p ∈ 6P h+

n 1 p̄7 � unp+ ln4Y
h−

n 1 p5¾−K − cIx+

+ unP
h+

n + ln4Y
h−

n 1 P h+

n 59 (if empty, zhn4x5= p̄)0

Table 3. Performance comparison of two heuristics: cIn = 1.

K = 30 K = 100

Error % GP 1 (r) GP 2 (c2) GP 3 (b) GP 4 (u1) GP 1(r) GP 2(c2) GP 3(b) GP 4(u1)

Avg1 2.01 1.94 1.84 2.25 1.64 1.89 2.38 2.79
Max1 2.05 2.57 1.96 2.56 1.69 2.88 3.08 3.25
Avg2 0.86 0.82 0.76 1.41 1.48 1.26 1.47 1.99
Max2 1.16 1.39 0.92 1.91 1.69 1.86 1.74 2.22

It is clear that the pricing policy of the second heuristic
becomes a state-dependent two-sided 4s1 S5 pricing pol-
icy. Inventory replenishment still follows a state-dependent
base-stock policy. It becomes evident that this policy is
more difficult to compute and implement than the first one,
because the thresholds that trigger price changes are now
functions of the starting inventory level.

We next test the performance of these two heuristics.
With cIn ∈ 81159 for all n, we test the same four groups
of numerical examples studied previously with N = 4. The
results are tabulated in Tables 3 and 4, in which, Avg1

(Avg2) and Max1 (Max2) are the average and maximum
errors for the first (second) heuristic. It can be observed
from the results that the second heuristic outperforms the
first, although the first is easier to implement. When cIn is
small, both heuristics are quite effective. However, with a
larger cIn, the performance of the first heuristic deteriorates
quite significantly. This is intuitive, because it ignores the
inventory-dependent price-adjustment costs. We therefore
should not ignore such costs when designing the heuristic.

7. Conclusion
We investigate a multi-period inventory model with costly
price adjustments in this paper. A firm needs to make its
pricing and inventory ordering decisions simultaneously in
each period to maximize total profits. Due to the complex-
ity of a general system with both a fixed cost and inventory
carryover, we characterize the optimal inventory replen-
ishment and pricing strategy for two special cases of the
general model: one with inventory carryover between peri-
ods, but no fixed costs for price adjustments; and the other
with fixed costs for price adjustments, but no inventory car-
ryover. For the general problem, we provide an intuitive
heuristic policy and show with numerical examples that it
is quite effective.

The results can also be extended to the case of infi-
nite horizon. Consider an infinite horizon system with
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Table 4. Performance comparison of two heuristics: cIn = 5.

K = 30 K = 100

Error % GP 1 (r) GP 2 (c2) GP 3 (b) GP 4 (u1) GP 1(r) GP 2(c2) GP 3(b) GP 4(u1)

Avg1 9.66 9.70 9.69 9.59 10047 10071 10093 11025
Max1 9.70 9.77 9.70 9.79 10051 11054 11048 11061
Avg2 3.45 3.82 4.92 4.36 3075 3091 5036 4057
Max2 3.62 4.54 5.58 5.09 3097 4019 6020 5051

stationary parameters. With several technical assumptions
(see Federgruen and Heching 1999, Chen and Simchi-Levi
2004b), the optimal policy for the finite horizon case can
be extended and is stationary. First consider the first model
with markup only. If the starting state is in region I of Fig-
ure 1(a), then the price will be set at P− in period one and
never change afterward, and the firm just needs to maintain
an order-up-to level Y + at the beginning of each period; if
the starting state is in region II, then after a finite number
of periods, the state will fall into region I and remain there
forever; if the starting state is in region II, IV, or V, then the
firm will never change the price and will replenish inven-
tory only if necessary. Similar scenarios would occur in the
markdown-only and bi-directional price change cases. For
a model without inventory carryover, it can be seen that the
firm would change the price at most once.

There are several other possible extensions to our
models.

First, a possible extension is to study problems with
capacity constraints of inventory replenishment. In this
case, we expect that the optimal inventory policy would
become a so-called modified base-stock-type policy, i.e., if
ordering, then the firm orders up to the optimal base-stock
level (orders the optimal quantity) if possible; otherwise,
it orders to full capacity. The optimal pricing policy is
expected to be more complicated in this case as the policy
parameters are more likely to depend on the inventory level
due to the capacity constraint.

Second, in this paper, we consider mainly symmetric
price-adjustment costs (see §3.2), i.e., the same variable
price-adjustment costs for markups and markdowns. How-
ever, the results in §3.2 hold even when markups and
markdowns incur different variable price-adjustment costs.
When there are asymmetric fixed price-adjustment costs,
the results in §4 can also be extended by employing
the approach and results for the stochastic cash balance
problem with asymmetric costs in Chen and Simchi-Levi
(2009).

Third, we assume that demand in a period depends only
on the price in the current period. However, the marketing
literature argues that demand might also depend on his-
torical prices, i.e., the prices in previous periods. It would
be interesting to incorporate these more general demand
models into our problem and investigate the corresponding
optimal policies. Finally, incorporating a fixed ordering cost

into our model would be interesting and important. Anal-
ysis of such a model is challenging and deserves further
exploration.

8. Electronic Companion
An electronic companion to this paper is available as part
of the online version that can be found at http://or.journal
.informs.org/.

Endnotes
1. Observe that the objective function −Un4p̃n−1 − p̃5 +

Jn4y1 p̃5 in problem (5) is supermodular. Thus the maxi-
mum is well defined. See, for instance, Theorem 2.3.7 of
Simchi-Levi et al. (2005).
2. Because the expected revenue function is strictly con-
cave in p, the set of optimal solutions here is a singleton
for a given x.
3. The maximum is well defined because f 4�1 x1 p̃5 is
supermodular (see Theorem 2.3.7 of Simchi-Levi et al.
2005).
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